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“Bringing fire fighting into the 21 Century” SM

New Fire Extinguishing Eco-Friendly Technology Delivers
All Purpose All Fire Class Effective Portable Extinguishers
FireStopper® Group of Companies release their industry changing Liquid Technology and
Products that promise to revolutionize the way individuals, industry and Governments protect
lives, property and infrastructure, with the World's 1st All-Purpose, Personal, eco-friendly,
Rated and Listed, effective class (A-B-C-D-K), fire extinguishers.
Till now, a product that could answer the needs of the individual to confront all known fire class
hazards with a single type of portable fire extinguisher was not possible. With the introduction
of FireStopper’s New Enviro-Safe ® PFE-FR (FFC) product line, the user is armed and
equipped with the best fire extinguisher to fit the purpose.
In addition, this value added product line brings with it, its unique properties:
•

Non-toxic

•

Non-irritant

•

Eco-friendly

•

Freeze resistant (-100°F / -73.3°C)

•

Rated and Listed (to: NFPA-10; ANSI / UL 711; 711A ULC/CAN/ULC-S508 Test
Protocols)

•

*Effective fire class: A-B-C-D-K

•

Liquid content for easy clean-up

*In contrast with all available portable fire extinguishers classified ABC or BC for use
commercially and in the home.
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You no longer have the burden of identifying different types of fire extinguishers best suited for
your needs to protect you and your loved ones during the unforeseen and ever present danger
of "Fire.”
Nor, do you have to wrestle with the problems and expense of determining whether you need
more than one type of extinguisher to complete your total protection and the confidence that
you can mitigate any incipient fire emergency.
FireStopper® is here and now available worldwide to provide you the consumer the best, most
practical and economical portable fire extinguisher system ever devised.
In the advent of the current World economic and Environmental crisis, Commercial Interests,
Industry and Governments are keenly aware that they must implement new and efficient
methods of protecting the environment, infrastructure, assets, and reduce liability in all
economic ways whenever possible.
The realization that the current methods and products employed to provide this level of
service, without a doubt, fall short of their expectations and this level of service is no longer
acceptable.
This new mindset of safety and preservation, now require that fire protection deliver, when
ever possible, the prevention of the total destruction of property and assets due to fire and that
a vast reduction of collateral and subsequent damage is achieved when the needed service is
activated. Moreover, an eco-friendly approach to protecting the environment must be
employed whenever a fire emergency is addressed.
FireStopper®, is the only Technology and Products that meet and deliver all the above
requirements and more…
For more information, please visit: http://firestopperinternational.com/
http://firestopperinc.com
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